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Paper Packaging Canada Presents
Wax Replacement Technology Seminar
by Jerry Scott Mills

Paper Packaging Canada recently held a technical 
seminar  titled  “Wax  Replacement  Technologies 
...Today!” at  the Brampton Golf  and Country Club, 
north-west of Toronto's Pearson Airport.
 Available  to members  of  Paper  Packaging 
Canada and Association  of  Independent  Corrugated 
Converters (AICC) affiliates, the info-packed session 
addressed  the  current  state  of  wax  replacement 
coatings developed for corrugated and containerboard 
applications.  Undoubtedly  reflecting  heightened 
converter  interest  in  the  wake  of  accelerating 
competitive  activity  from the  plastic  crate  industry, 
attendees  arriving  from the  US as  well  as  Canada 
nearly  doubled  the  association's  audience 
expectations.

Dr. Tony Kadai's presentation compared wax and coatings.

Leading  the  seminar  was  independent  industry 
consultant  Tony  Kadai,  Ph.D.  who  had  been 
instrumental in event planning and selecting the four 
other  guest  speakers.  The  agenda  covered  five 
principal  areas  of  alternative  coating  applications: 
Paper  Properties,  Corrugator  Bonding,  Printing,  
Process  Controls  &  Management, and  Alternative  
Coating  Technologies,  accompanied  by detailed 
examinations  of  water-based  wax-replacement 
coatings,  applications,  and  process  control 
methodologies.

In  welcoming  attendees,  David  Andrews, 
Executive  Director  of  Paper  Packaging  Canada, 
emphasized that although no “silver bullet” exists that 
can  totally  replace  wax,  water-based  coatings  are 
offering new moisture barrier solutions. He described 
the “positive outlook” for continuing developments in 
water-based coating products that would be addressed 
within the seminar.

Dr. Tony Kadai opened with a presentation titled 
“Wax  vs  Coatings  Comparisons.”  He  reviewed 
available water-based coatings, and developments of 
particular interest to converters as they deploy wax-
replacement  coatings  for  customer-specific,  market-
driven  opportunities.  A  series  of  technical 
comparisons—measured under varying external stress 
conditions—provided specific examples where water-
based  coatings  actually  outperform traditional  wax-
based  versions.  Kadai  stressed  the  need  to  clearly 
communicate  the  “flexibility  and  complexity”  of 
water-based  coatings,  positioning  them  as 
“manufacturing  options  with  marketing  advantages 
for containerboard customers.”

Serge Desgagnes shed new light on the historic 
evolution of containerboard products 

In his “Containerboard Considerations” segment, 
Serge Desgagnes, Product Specialist at Kruger Paper, 
shed new light (both literally and figuratively!) on the 
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historic evolution of containerboard products and the 
emerging moisture barrier capabilities using non-wax 
coatings. After charting the importance of UN Cobb 
specs in various performance comparison situations, 
he closed with the Recyclable Non-Wax Coatings 
symbol: an important cost-reduction signal to 
retailers who will no longer pay waxed box disposal 
charges for these newly logoed shippers.

Showing  a  coated  box  with  the  logo,  David 
Andrews added, “It will be every member's task to 
convey to our customers the new Recyclable message 
and  use  of  this  symbol  where  appropriate.  The 
decision to apply the logo correctly and monitor its  
use  will  require  a  partnership  between  client  and 
supplier”.

David Andrews stressed the correct 
use of the recyclable logo.

In  a  comprehensive  report  titled  “Adhesives  for 
Wax  Replacement  Coatings”  Matt  McPeake, 
Regional  Sales  Representative  at  CASCO,  covered 
25 areas of technical solutions to corrugator bonding 
problems,  with  adhesion  performance  measured 
precisely via cross-referenced monitoring programs. 
He detailed the complex, interlinked monitoring and 
control  considerations  required  to  optimize  coated 
board  performance  as  summarized  in  his  closing 
message,  “All  resins are  not  created equal. So you 
have to do your homework.”

Iqbal  Dhatt,  Director  of  Technology  at  Sun 
Chemical,  provided  an  in-depth  look  at  techniques 
involved  in  “Printing  Over  Corrugated  &  Wax 
Replacement Coatings.” To take the “guesswork” out 
of  the  process,  he  emphasized  that  everyone  must 
“know  the  surfaces  we  are  dealing  with  and 
understand the properties of the substrate.” A series of 
scanning-electroscope microphotographs revealed the 
nature  and  energy  components  of  various  surfaces, 
and  the  complex  technical  challenges  faced  in 
applying inks to what is “no longer a paper surface but 
a thin polymer film.”

Iqbal Dhatt stressed understanding substrate properties.  

From the manufacturing aspect, Robert Wainman, 
Director  of  Manufacturing  at  Maritime  Paper 
Products,  offered  practical  observations  about  the 
challenges  and  opportunities  as  converting  plants 
introduce new alternative coatings. “What has worked 
flawlessly  in  the  past  may  fail,”  he  cautioned. 
“Unknown variables may suddenly cause unexpected 
problems like uneven or spotty coverage.  To ensure 
consistent  application  across  the  web  we  must 
consider all the variables, including longer run-ins for 
machine setup checks.” Wainman stated that new non-
wax coating installations  must  improve the bottom-
line  while  balancing  customers'  performance 
expectations, noting, “That goal can be accomplished 
only through continuous hands-on management.  Not 
only production, but the entire process from concept 
through sales and design to customer satisfaction.”
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Tony  Kadai  returned  to  the  podium  with  a 
summary of “Market Opportunities for Coatings.” He 
reviewed the processes required for implementation 
of  water-based  coating  technologies  and  showed 
examples  of  performance-proven  market 
applications,  including  floral  and  greenhouse, 
processed  meats  and poultry,  fresh  fish  (iced),  and 
fresh produce.

In  concluding  the  seminar,  Paper  Packaging 
Canada president,  Rob  Latter  (Vice  President, 
Packaging, Kruger Inc.) commended the speakers for 
their significant contributions to a most worthwhile 
industry  event,  acknowledged  the  large  turnout  of 
association  members  and  affiliates,  and  noted  the 
supportive  enthusiasm  shown  by  those  who  had 
attended.

Freelance  photojournalist  Jerry  Scott  Mills  has  
covered  the  corrugated  industry  for  more  than  a  
decade.____________________________________
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